
e becoming dilute, bland, and unoriginal

During Watterson's first sabbatical from the strip, Universal Press Syndicate continued to charge newspapers full price to re-run old Calvin and Hobbes strips are characterized by sparse but careful craftsmanship, intelligent humor, poignant observations, witty social and political commentary, and well-developed characters Precedents to Calvin's fantasy world can be found in Crockett Johnson's Barnaby, Charles M Schulz's Peanuts, Percy Crosby's Skippy, Berkeley Breathed's Bloom County, and George Herriman's Krazy Kat, while Watterson's use of comics as sociopolitical commentary reaches back to Walt Kelly's Pogo and Quino's Mafalda Schulz and Kelly, in particular, influenced Watterson's outlook on comics during his formative years

In initial strips, the drawings have a more cartoony, flat, crude, Peanuts-like look; in the recent strips, the drawings are three-dimensional Notable elements of Watterson's artistic style are his characters' diverse and often exaggerated expressions particularly those of Calvin, elaborate and bizarre backgrounds for Calvin's flights of imagination, well-captured kinetics, and frequent visual jokes and metaphors In the later years of the strip, with more space available for his use, Watterson experimented more freely with different panel layouts, art styles, stories without dialogue, and greater use of whitespace He also made a point of not showing certain things explicitly: the "Noodle Incident" and the children's book Hamster Huey and the Gooey Kablooie are mentioned several times in passing, but Watterson left the details to the reader's imagination, where Watterson was sure they would be â€œmore outrageousâ€• than he could portray

Watterson's technique started with minimalist pencil sketches drawn with a light pencil though the larger Sunday strips often required more elaborate work; he then would use a small sable brush and India ink on the Strathmore bristol board to complete most of the remaining drawing He also letters dialogue with a Rapidograph fountain pen, and he uses a crowquill pen for odds and ends He whites out the mistakes with Liquid Paper He was careful in his use of color, often spending a great deal of time in choosing the right colors to employ for the weekly Sunday strip When Calvin and Hobbes started, there were 64 colors available for the Sunday strips For the later Sunday strips, Watterson had 125 colors, as well as the ability to fade the colors into each other

 Art and academia

Watterson used the strip to criticize the artistic world, principally through Calvin's unconventional creations of snowmen but also through other expressions of childhood art When Miss Wormwood complains that he is wasting class time drawing incomprehensible things a Stegosaurus in a rocket ship, for example, Calvin proclaims himself "on the cutting edge of the avant-garde" He begins exploring the medium of snow when a warm day melts his snowman His next sculpture "speaks to the horror of our own mortality, inviting the viewer to contemplate the evanescence of life" In further strips, Calvin's creative instincts diversify to include sidewalk drawings or as he terms them, examples of "suburban postmodernism"

Watterson also lampooned the academic world In one example, Calvin writes a "revisionist autobiography", recruiting Hobbes to take pictures of him doing stereotypical kid activities like playing sports in order to make him seem more well-adjusted In another strip, he carefully crafts an "artist's statement," claiming that such essays convey more messages than artworks themselves ever do Hobbes blandly notes "You misspelled Weltanschauung" He indulges in what Watterson calls "pop psychobabble" to justify his destructive rampages and shift blame to his parents, citing "toxic codependency" In one instance, he pens a book report based on the theory that the purpose of academic scholarship is to "inflate weak ideas, obscure poor reasoning, and inhibit clarity," entitled The Dynamics of Interbeing and Monological Imperatives in Dick and Jane: A Study in Psychic Transrelational Gender Modes Displaying his creation to Hobbes, he remarks, "Academia, here I come!" Watterson explains that he adapted this jargon and similar examples from several other strips from an actual book of art criticism

Overall, Watterson's satirical essays serve to attack both sides, criticizing both the commercial mainstream and the artists who are supposed to be "outside" it Not long after he began drawing his "Dinosaurs In Rocket Ships" series, Calvin tells Hobbes:

    The hard part for us avant-garde post-modern artists is deciding whether or not to embrace commercialism Do we allow our work to be hyped and exploited by a market that's simply hungry for the next new thing Do we participate in a system that turns high art into low art so it's better suited for mass consumption Of course, when an artist goes commercial, he makes a mockery of his status as an outsider and free thinker He buys into the crass and shallow values art should transcend He trades the integrity of his art for riches and fame Oh, what the heck I'll do it

 Social criticisms

In addition to his criticisms of art and academia, Watterson often used the strip to comment on American culture and society With rare exception, the strip avoids reference to actual people or events Watterson's commentary is therefore necessarily generalized He expresses frustration with public decadence and apathy, with commercialism, and with the pandering nature of the mass media Calvin is often seen "glued" to the television, while his father speaks with the voice of ascetic virtue, struggling to impart his values to Calvin

Watterson's vehicle for criticism is often Hobbes, who comments on Calvin's unwholesome habits from a more cynical perspective He is more likely to make a wry observation than actually intervene; he may merely watch as Calvin inadvertently makes the point himself In one instance, Calvin tells Hobbes about a science fiction story he has read in which machines turn humans into zombie slaves Hobbes makes a comment about the irony of machines controlling people instead of the other way around; Calvin then exclaims, "I'll say Hey! What time is it My TV show is on!" and sprints back inside to watch it

A Sunday, 21 June 1992 strip discussing the Big Bang coined the term "Horrendous Space Kablooie" for the event, a term which has achieved some tongue-in-cheek popularity among the scientific community, particularly in informal discussion and often shortened to "the HSK"

 Visual distortions

On several occasions, Watterson drew strips with strange visual distortions: inverted colors, objects turning "neo-cubist", or fantasy environments with other unusual physical phenomena Only Calvin is able to perceive these alterations, which seem to illustrate both his own shifting point of view and a typical six-year-old's wild imagination

In the Tenth Anniversary Book, Watterson explains that he adapted this jargon and similar examples from several other strips from an actual book of art criticism

Overall, Watterson's satirical essays serve to attack both sides, criticizing both the commercial mainstream and the artists who are supposed to be "outside" it Not long after he began drawing his "Dinosaurs In Rocket Ships" series, Calvin tells Hobbes:

    The hard part for us avant-garde post-modern artists is deciding whether or not to embrace commercialism Do we allow our work to be hyped and exploited by a market that's simply hungry for the next new thing Do we participate in a system that turns high art into low art so it's better suited for mass consumption Of course, when an artist goes commercial, he makes a mockery of his status as an outsider and free thinker He buys into the crass and shallow values art should transcend He trades the integrity of his art for riches and fame Oh, what the heck I'll do it

 Social criticisms

In addition to his criticisms of art and academia, Watterson often used the strip to comment on American culture and society With rare exception, the strip avoids reference to actual people or events Watterson's commentary is therefore necessarily generalized He expresses frustration with public decadence and apathy, with commercialism, and with the pandering nature of the mass media Calvin is often seen "glued" to the television, while his father speaks with the voice of ascetic virtue, struggling to impart his values to Calvin

Watterson's vehicle for criticism is often Hobbes, who comments on Calvin's unwholesome habits from a more cynical perspective He is more likely to make a wry observation than actually intervene; he may merely watch as Calvin inadvertently makes the point himself In one instance, Calvin tells Hobbes about a science fiction story he has read in which machines turn humans into zombie slaves Hobbes makes a comment about the irony of machines controlling people instead of the other way around; Calvin then exclaims, "I'll say Hey! What time is it My TV show is on!" and sprints back inside to watch it

A Sunday, 21 June 1992 strip discussing the Big Bang coined the term "Horrendous Space Kablooie" for the event, a term which has achieved some tongue-in-cheek popularity among the scientific community, particularly in informal discussion and often shortened to "the HSK"

 Visual distortions

On several occasions, Watterson drew strips with strange visual distortions: inverted colors, objects turning "neo-cubist", or fantasy environments with other unusual physical phenomena Only Calvin is able to perceive these alterations, which seem to illustrate both his own shifting point of view and a typical six-year-old's wild imagination

In the Tenth Anniversary Book, Watterson explains that some of these strips were metaphors for his own experiences, illustrating, for example, his conflicts with his syndicate: a 1989 Sunday strip, normally in color, was drawn almost entirely in an inverted monochrome Calvin is accused by his father of seeing issues "in black and white"â€”an accusation sometimes leveled at Watterson regarding his refusal to license the stripâ€”to which Calvin, echoing Watterson's own retort, replies, "Sometimes that's the way things are!"

 Passage of time

When the strips were originally published, Calvin's settings were seasonally appropriate for the Northern Hemisphere Calvin would be seen building snowmen or sledding during the period from November through February or so, and outside activities such as water balloon fights would replace school from June through August Christmas and Halloween strips were run during those times of year

Although Watterson depicts several years' worth of holidays, school years, summer vacations, and camping trips, and characters are aware of multiple "current" years such as "'94 model toboggans," "Vote Dad in '88," the '90s as the new decade, etc Calvin is never shown to age, pass to second grade, nor have any birthday celebrations The only birthday ever shown was that of Susie Derkins Such temporal distortions are fairly common among comic strips, as with the children in Peanuts, who existed without aging for decades Likewise, the characters in Krazy Kat celebrate the New Year but never grow old, and young characters like Ignatz Mouse's offspring never seem to grow up These uses of a floating timeline are very unlike series such as Gasoline Alley, Doonesbury and until 2007 For Better or For Worse, in which the characters age each year with their reading audience, get married, and have children

While Calvin does not grow older in the strip, reference is made in two stripsâ€”from November 17 and 18, 1995 ten years since the strip's debutâ€”to Calvin having once been two and three years old and now feeling that "a lifetime of experience has left 

 Academic response

In her book When Toys Come Alive, Lois Rostow Kuznets discusses Calvin and Hobbes in the context of other literature featuring living toys She argues that these toys are examples of transitional objects that mediate childhood experience and the adult world, where Hobbes serves both as a figure of Calvin's childish fantasy life and as an outlet for the expression of libidinous desires more associated with adults She cites, for example, a strip where Hobbes expresses a fantasy of playing "saxophone for an all-girl cabaret in New Orleans" as an example where Hobbes expresses a desire that is more sophisticated and adult than Calvin's frame of reference usually allows Kuznets also looks at Calvin's other fantasies, suggesting that they are a second tier of fantasies utilized in places like school where transitional objects such as Hobbes would not be socially acceptable

A second line of argument comes from Philip Sandifer, who uses Calvin and Hobbes strips together with lessons and questions to follow, such as, "What do you think the principal meant when he said they had quite a file on Calvin" 108 The book is very rare and increasingly sought by collectors antics

The strip primarily focuses on Calvin, Hobbes, and the above mentioned secondary characters Other characters who have appeared in multiple storylines include Calvin's family doctor whom Calvin frequently gives a hard time during his check-ups, the barber, and the extraterrestrials Galaxoid and Nebular

Calvin imagines himself as a great many things, including dinosaurs, elephants, jungle-farers and superheroes Four of his alter egos are well-defined and recurring: As "Stupendous Man", he pictures himself as a superhero in disguise, wearing a mask and a cape made by his mother, and narrating his own adventures Stupendous Man almost always "suffers defeat" to his opponent, usually Calvin's mother "Spaceman Spiff" is a heroic spacefarer As Spiff, Calvin battles aliens typically his parents or teacher and travels to distant planets his house, school, or neighborhood "Tracer Bullet," a hardboiled private eye, says he has eight slugs in him: "one's lead, and the rest are bourbon" In one story, Bullet is called to a case, in which a "pushy dame" Calvin's mother accuses him of destroying an expensive lamp broken as a result of an indoor football game between Calvin and Hobbes When Calvin imagines himself as a dinosaur, he is usually either a Tyrannosaurus rex, or an Allosaurus When Calvin daydreams about being these alter egos during school, Miss Wormwood often whacks his desk with a pointer to shock him back to attention

There are several repeating themes in the work, a few involving Calvin's real life, and many stemming from his imagination Some of the latter are clearly flights of fantasy, while others, like Hobbes, are of an apparently dual nature and do not quite work when presumed real or unreal

Over the years Calvin has had several adventures involving corrugated cardboard boxes which he adapts for many different uses Some of his many uses of cardboard boxes include:

     Transmogrifier
     Flying time machine
     Duplicator with ethicator enhancement
     Atomic Cerebral Enhance-O-Tron
     Emergency GROSS meeting "box of secrecy"
     A stand for selling things, such as "lemonade"

Building the Transmogrifier is accomplished by turning a cardboard box upside-down, attaching an arrow to the side and writing a list of choices on the box to turn into anything not stated on the box, the name is written on the remaining space Upon turning the arrow to a particular choice and pushing a button, the transmogrifier instantaneously rearranges the subject's "chemical configuration" accompanied by a loud zap

The Duplicator is also made from a cardboard box, turned on its side Instead of the transmogrifier's "zap" sound, it makes a "boink" The title of one of the collections, "Scientific Progress Goes 'Boink'", quotes a phrase that Hobbes utters upon hearing the Duplicator in operation The Duplicator produces copies of Calvin, which initially turn out to be as problematic and independent as Calvin

The Time Machine is also made from the same box, this time with its open side up Passengers climb into the open top, and must be wearing protective goggles while in time-warp Calvin first intends to travel to the future and obtain future technology that he could use to become rich in the present time Unfortunately, he faces the wrong way as he steers and ends up in prehistoric times

The Atomic Cerebral Enhance-O-Tron is also fashioned from the same cardboard box, turned upside-down, but with three strings attached to it which are used for input, output, and grounding; the grounding string functions like a lightning rod for brainstorms so Calvin can keep his ideas "grounded in reality" The strings are tied to a metal colander, which is worn on the head When used, the wearer of the cap receives a boost in intelligence, and his head becomes enlarged The intelligence boost, however, is temporary When it wears off, the subject's head reverts to its normal size Calvin creates the Cerebral Enhance-O-Tron in order to be able to come up with a topic for his homework

Other kids' games are all such a bore!
They've gotta have rules and they gotta keep score!
Calvinball is better by far!
It's never the same! It's always bizarre!
You don't need a team or a referee!
You know that it's great, 'cause it's named after me!

Calvinball is a game played by Calvin and Hobbes as a rebellion against organized team sports; according to Hobbes, "No sport is less organized than Calvinball!"

The only consistent rule is that Calvinball may never be played with the same rules twice Calvinball is essentially a game of wits and creativity rather than stamina or athletic skill, a prominent nomic self-modifying game, and one where Hobbes usually outwits Calvin himself

Calvin and Hobbes frequently ride downhill in a wagon, sled, or toboggan, depending on the season, as a device to add some physical comedy to the strip and because, according to Watterson, "it's a lot more interesting 

During winter, Calvin often engages in snowball fights with Hobbes or Susie, who frequently best him due to their own wit or Calvin's unreliable aim Calvin is attentive to the craft of making a good snowball or slushball, but his delight in hitting Susie in the back of the head with a well-aimed snowball is often tempered by his anxiousness to remain on Santa's "good" list at Christmas time

Calvin is also very talented and creative at building snowmen, but he usually puts them in scenes that depict the snowmen dying or suffering in grotesque ways In one scene Calvin builds a row of saluting snowmen as a means to humiliate his dad as he returns from work "He knows I hate this," says his father as he proceeds up the front walk In another, to retaliate Susie's creation of a "snowwoman", he decides to create an "anatomically correct" snowman in the front yard His creations tend to alarm his parents due to their macabre nature In a notable storyline, Calvin builds a snowman and brings it to life in a manner reminiscent of Frankenstein's monster, and which proceeds to create more of its own kind This storyline gave the title to the Calvin and Hobbes book Attack of the Deranged Mutant Killer Monster Snow Goons, after the name Calvin gives to the first creature and its compatriots in the story

Calvin, unlike Hobbes, thinks of snowmen as fine art, worthy of highbrow criticism and expensive pricing Bill Watterson has said that this is a parody of art's "pretentious blowhards"

Calvin is confronted every year with Christmas, as his mischievous nature conflicts with his greed for presents from Santa Claus which requires that he behave Calvin frets continually during the Christmas season, sometimes devising strategy by which to fool Santa Claus into giving him gifts Calvin's list of desired "loot," as he terms Christmas presents, is implied to include "incendiary weapons", of which some examples are given atom bombs, torpedoes, a heat-seeking guided missile, grenade launcher, etc in dialogue Most Christmas sequences of strips depict Calvin's parents playing the role of Santa Claus by secretly placing presents beneath the Christmas Tree or in Calvin's stocking; however, one later Sunday strip depicted Santa Claus discussing Calvin's list and history with one of his assistants, although the "reality" of this is left undefined Occasionally, a Christmas strip depicts some kindness shown by Calvin to Hobbes, as if to comment on the morals perceived as being part of the Christmas holiday One Sunday strip appeared as a poem entitled "Christmas Eve", featuring a described scene of Calvin sleeping beside Hobbes between the Christmas Tree and a fire

GROSS is Calvin's secret club, whose sole purpose is to exclude girls generally, and Susie Derkins specifically The name is an acronym that stands for Get Rid Of Slimy girlS Calvin admits "slimy girls" is a bit redundant, as all girls are slimy, "but otherwise it doesn't spell anything" GROSS is headquartered in a tree house Hobbes can climb up to the tree house, but Calvin requires a rope Hobbes refuses to drop down the rope until Calvin has said the password, which is an ode to tigers that is over eight verses long and occasionally accompanied by a dance Calvin and Hobbes are its only members, and each takes up multiple official titles while wearing newspaper chapeaux during meetings Most commonly, Calvin's title is Dictator-For-Life, and Hobbes is President and First Tiger The club has an anthem, but most of its words are unknown to outsiders Calvin often awards badges, promotions, etc, such as "Bottle Caps of Valor" Many GROSS plans to annoy or otherwise attack Susie end in failure, while many meetings end in a Calvinball-style battle of rule changes or promotion granting, before degenerating into a brawl

Both the Noodle Incident and the book Hamster Huey and the Gooey Kablooie were left to the reader's imagination, where Watterson was sure they would be â€œmore outrageousâ€• than he could portray

Watterson's technique started with minimalist pencil sketches drawn with a light pencil though the larger Sunday strips often required more elaborate work; he then would use a small sable brush and India ink on the Strathmore bristol board to complete most of the remaining drawing He also letters dialogue with a Rapidograph fountain pen, and he uses a crowquill pen for odds and ends He whites out the mistakes with Liquid Paper He was careful in his use of color, often spending a great deal of time in choosing the right colors to employ for the weekly Sunday strip When Calvin and Hobbes When Calvin imagines himself as a dinosaur, he is usually either a Tyrannosaurus rex, or an Allosaurus When Calvin daydreams about being these alter egos during school, Miss Wormwood often whacks his desk with a pointer to shock him back to attention

There are several repeating themes in the work, a few involving Calvin's real life, and many stemming from his imagination Some of the latter are clearly flights of fantasy, while others, like Hobbes, are of an apparently dual nature and do not quite work when presumed real or unreal

Over the years Calvin has had several adventures involving corrugated cardboard boxes which he adapts for many different uses Some of his many uses of cardboard boxes include:

     Transmogrifier
     Flying time machine
     Duplicator with ethicator enhancement
     Atomic Cerebral Enhance-O-Tron
     Emergency GROSS meeting "box of secrecy"
     A stand for selling things, such as "lemonade"

Building the Transmogrifier is accomplished by turning a cardboard box upside-down, attaching an arrow to the side and writing a list of choices on the box to turn into anything not stated on the box, the name is written on the remaining space Upon turning the arrow to a particular choice and pushing a button, the transmogrifier instantaneously rearranges the subject's "chemical configuration" accompanied by a loud zap

The Duplicator is also made from a cardboard box, turned on its side Instead of the transmogrifier's "zap" sound, it makes a "boink" The title of one of the collections, "Scientific Progress Goes 'Boink'", quotes a phrase that Hobbes utters upon hearing the Duplicator in operation The Duplicator produces copies of Calvin, which initially turn out to be as problematic and independent as Calvin

The Time Machine is also made from the same box, this time with its open side up Passengers climb into the open top, and must be wearing protective goggles while in time-warp Calvin first intends to travel to the future and obtain future technology that he could use to become rich in the present time Unfortunately, he faces the wrong way as he steers and ends up in prehistoric times

The Atomic Cerebral Enhance-O-Tron
     Emergency GROSS meeting "box of secrecy"
     A stand for selling things, such as "lemonade"

Building the Transmogrifier is accomplished by turning a cardboard box upside-down, attaching an arrow to the side and writing a list of choices on the box to turn into anything not stated on the box, the name is written on the remaining space Upon turning the arrow to a particular choice and pushing a button, the transmogrifier instantaneously rearranges the subject's "chemical configuration" accompanied by a loud zap

The Duplicator is also made from a cardboard box, turned on its side Instead of the transmogrifier's "zap" sound, it makes a "boink" The title of one of the collections, "Scientific Progress Goes 'Boink'", quotes a phrase that Hobbes utters upon hearing the Duplicator in operation The Duplicator produces copies of Calvin, which initially turn out to be as problematic and independent as Calvin

The Time Machine is also made from the same box, this time with its open side up Passengers climb into the open top, and must be wearing protective goggles while in time-warp Calvin first intends to travel to the future and obtain future technology that he could use to become rich in the present time Unfortunately, he faces the wrong way as he steers and ends up in prehistoric times

The Atomic Cerebral Enhance-O-Tron is also fashioned from the same cardboard box, turned upside-down, but with three strings attached to it which are used for input, output, and grounding; the grounding string functions like a lightning rod for brainstorms so Calvin can keep his ideas "grounded in reality" The strings are tied to a metal colander, which is worn on the head When used, the wearer of the cap receives a boost in intelligence, and his head becomes enlarged The intelligence boost, however, is temporary When it wears off, the subject's head reverts to its normal size Calvin creates the Cerebral Enhance-O-Tron in order to be able to come up with a topic for his homework

Other kids' games are all such a bore!
They've gotta have rules and they gotta keep score!
Calvinball is better by far!
It's never the same! It's always bizarre!
You don't need a team or a referee!
You know that it's great, 'cause it's named after me!

Calvinball is a game played by Calvin and Hobbes are its only members, and each takes up multiple official titles while wearing newspaper chapeaux during meetings Most commonly, Calvin's title is Dictator-For-Life, and Hobbes is President and First Tiger The club has an anthem, but most of its words are unknown to outsiders Calvin often awards badges, promotions, etc, such as "Bottle Caps of Valor" Many GROSS plans to annoy or otherwise attack Susie end in failure, while many meetings end in a Calvinball-style battle of rule changes or promotion granting, before degenerating into a brawl

Both the Noodle Incident and the book Hamster Huey and the Gooey Kablooie are mentioned several times in passing, but Watterson left the details to the reader's imagination "where 

More details are given regarding Hamster Huey and the Gooey Kablooie were left to the reader's imagination, where Watterson was sure they would be â€œmore outrageousâ€• than he could portray

Watterson's technique started with minimalist pencil sketches drawn with a light pencil though the larger Sunday strips often required more elaborate work; he then would use a small sable brush and India ink on the Strathmore bristol board to complete most of the remaining drawing He also letters dialogue with a Rapidograph fountain pen, and he uses a crowquill pen for odds and ends He whites out the mistakes with Liquid Paper He was careful in his use of color, often spending a great deal of time in choosing the right colors to employ for the weekly Sunday strip When Calvin and Hobbes started, there were 64 colors available for the Sunday strips For the later Sunday strips, Watterson had 125 colors, as well as the ability to fade the colors into each other

 Art and academia

Watterson used the strip to criticize the artistic world, principally through Calvin's unconventional creations of snowmen but also through other expressions of childhood art When Miss Wormwood complains that he is wasting class time drawing incomprehensible things a Stegosaurus in a rocket ship, for example, Calvin proclaims himself "on the cutting edge of the avant-garde" He begins exploring the medium of snow when a warm day melts his snowman His next sculpture "speaks to the horror of our own mortality, inviting the viewer to contemplate the evanescence of life" In further strips, Calvin's creative instincts diversify to include sidewalk drawings or as he terms them, examples of "suburban postmodernism"

Watterson also lampooned the academic world In one example, Calvin writes a "revisionist autobiography", recruiting Hobbes to take pictures of him doing stereotypical kid activities like playing sports in order to make him seem more well-adjusted In another strip, he carefully crafts an "artist's statement," claiming that such essays convey more messages than artworks themselves ever do Hobbes blandly notes "You misspelled Weltanschauung" He indulges in what Watterson calls "pop psychobabble" to justify his destructive rampages and shift blame to his parents, citing "toxic codependency" In one instance, he pens a book report based on the theory that the purpose of academic scholarship is to "inflate weak ideas, obscure poor reasoning, and inhibit clarity," entitled The Dynamics of Interbeing and Monological Imperatives in Dick and Jane: A Study in Psychic Transrelational Gender Modes Displaying his creation to Hobbes, he remarks, "Academia, here I come!" Watterson explains that he adapted this jargon and similar examples from several other strips from an actual book of art criticism

Overall, Watterson's satirical essays serve to attack both sides, criticizing both the commercial mainstream and the artists who are supposed to be "outside" it Not long after he began drawing his "Dinosaurs In Rocket Ships" series, Calvin tells Hobbes:

    The hard part for us avant-garde post-modern artists is deciding whether or not to embrace commercialism Do we allow our work to be hyped and exploited by a market that's simply hungry for the next new thing Do we participate in a system that turns high art into low art so it's better suited for mass consumption Of course, when an artist goes commercial, he makes a mockery of his status as an outsider and free thinker He buys into the crass and shallow values art should transcend He trades the integrity of his art for riches and fame Oh, what the heck I'll do it

 Social criticisms

In addition to his criticisms of art and academia, Watterson often used the strip to comment on American culture and society With rare exception, the strip avoids reference to actual people or events Watterson's commentary is therefore necessarily generalized He expresses frustration with public decadence and apathy, with commercialism, and with the pandering nature of the mass media Calvin is often seen "glued" to the television, while his father speaks with the voice of ascetic virtue, struggling to impart his values to Calvin

Watterson's vehicle for criticism is often Hobbes, who comments on Calvin's unwholesome habits from a more cynical perspective He is more likely to make a wry observation than actually intervene; he may merely watch as Calvin inadvertently makes the point himself In one instance, Calvin tells Hobbes about a science fiction story he has read in which machines turn humans into zombie slaves Hobbes makes a comment about the irony of machines controlling people instead of the other way around; Calvin then exclaims, "I'll say Hey! What time is it My TV show is on!" and sprints back inside to watch it

A Sunday, 21 June 1992 strip discussing the Big Bang coined the term "Horrendous Space Kablooie" for the event, a term which has achieved some tongue-in-cheek popularity among the scientific community, particularly in informal discussion and often shortened to "the HSK"

 Visual distortions

On several occasions, Watterson drew strips with strange visual distortions: inverted colors, objects turning "neo-cubist", or fantasy environments with other unusual physical phenomena Only Calvin is able to perceive these alterations, which seem to illustrate both his own shifting point of view and a typical six-year-old's wild imagination

In the Tenth Anniversary Book" that he liked the fact that his strip was a "low-tech, one-man operation," and took great pride in the fact that he drew every line and wrote every word on his own

Except for the books, two 16-month calendars 1988â€“1989 and 1989â€“1990, the textbook Teaching with Calvin and Hobbes was published in a limited single print-run in 1993 The book includes various Calvin and Hobbes strips together with lessons and questions to follow, such as, "What do you think the principal meant when he said they had quite a file on Calvin" 108 The book is very rare and increasingly sought by collectorsiginal

During Watterson's first sabbatical from the strip, Universal Press Syndicate continued to charge newspapers full price to re-run old Calvin and Hobbes strips Few editors approved of the move, but the strip was so popular that they had little choice but to continue to run it for fear that competing newspapers might pick it up and draw its fans away
This half-page layout can easily be rearranged for full, third, and quarter pages

Then, upon Watterson's return, Universal Press announced that Watterson had decided to sell his Sunday strip as an unbreakable half of a newspaper or tabloid page Many editors and even a few cartoonists, such as Bil Keane The Family Circus, criticized him for what they perceived as arrogance and an unwillingness to abide by the normal practices of the cartoon businessâ€”a charge that Watterson ignored Watterson had negotiated the deal to allow himself more creative freedom in the Sunday comics Prior to the switch, he had to have a certain number of panels with little freedom as to layout, because in different newspapers the strip would appear at a different width; afterwards, he was free to go with whatever graphic layout he wanted, however unorthodox His frustration with the standard space division requirements is evident in strips before the change; for example, a 1988 Sunday strip published before the deal is one large panel, but with all the action and dialogue in the bottom part of the panel so editors could crop the top part if they wanted to fit the strip into a smaller space Watterson's explanation for the switch:

    I took a sabbatical after resolving a long and emotionally draining fight to prevent Calvin and Hobbes from being merchandised Looking for a way to rekindle my enthusiasm for the duration of a new contract term, I proposed a redesigned Sunday format that would permit more panel flexibility To my surprise and delight, Universal responded with an offer to market the strip as an unbreakable half page more space than I'd dared to ask for, despite the expected resistance of editors To this day, my syndicate assures me that some editors liked the new format, appreciated the difference, and were happy to run the larger strip, but I think it's fair to say that this was not the most common reaction The syndicate had warned me to prepare for numerous cancellations of the Sunday feature, but after a few weeks of dealing with howling, purple-faced editors, the syndicate suggested that papers could reduce the strip to the size tabloid newspapers used for their smaller sheets of paper â€¦ I focused on the bright side: I had complete freedom of design and there were virtually no cancellations For all the yelling and screaming by outraged editors, I remain convinced that the larger Sunday strips often required more elaborate work; he then would use a small sable brush and India ink on the Strathmore bristol board to complete most of the remaining drawing He also letters dialogue with a Rapidograph fountain pen, and he uses a crowquill pen for odds and ends He whites out the mistakes with Liquid Paper He was careful in his use of color, often spending a great deal of time in choosing the right colors to employ for the weekly Sunday strip When Calvin and Hobbes started, there were 64 colors available for the Sunday strips For the later Sunday strips, Watterson had 125 colors, as well as the ability to fade the colors into each other

 Art and academia

Watterson used the strip to criticize the artistic world, principally through Calvin's unconventional creations of snowmen but also through other expressions of childhood art When Miss Wormwood complains that he is wasting class time drawing incomprehensible things a Stegosaurus in a rocket ship, for example, Calvin proclaims himself "on the cutting edge of the avant-garde" He begins exploring the medium of snow when a warm day melts his snowman His next sculpture "speaks to the horror of our own mortality, inviting the viewer to contemplate the evanescence of life" In further strips, Calvin's creative instincts diversify to include sidewalk drawings or as he terms them, examples of "suburban postmodernism"

Watterson also lampooned the academic world In one example, Calvin writes a "revisionist autobiography", recruiting Hobbes to take pictures of him doing stereotypical kid activities like playing sports in order to make him seem more well-adjusted In another strip, he carefully crafts an "artist's statement," claiming that such essays convey more messages than artworks themselves ever do Hobbes blandly notes "You misspelled Weltanschauung" He indulges in what Watterson calls "pop psychobabble" to justify his destructive rampages and shift blame to his parents, citing "toxic codependency" In one instance, he pens a book report based on the theory that the purpose of academic scholarship is to "inflate weak ideas, obscure poor reasoning, and inhibit clarity," entitled The Dynamics of Interbeing and Monological Imperatives in Dick and Jane: A Study in Psychic Transrelational Gender Modes Displaying his creation to Hobbes, he remarks, "Academia, here I come!" Watterson explains that some of these strips were metaphors for his own experiences, illustrating, for example, his conflicts with his syndicate: a 1989 Sunday strip, normally in color, was drawn almost entirely in an inverted monochrome Calvin is accused by his father of seeing issues "in black and white"â€”an accusation sometimes leveled at Watterson regarding his refusal to license the stripâ€”to which Calvin, echoing Watterson's own retort, replies, "Sometimes that's the way things are!"

 Passage of time

When the strips were originally published, Calvin's settings were seasonally appropriate for the Northern Hemisphere Calvin would be seen building snowmen or sledding during the period from November through February or so, and outside activities such as water balloon fights would replace school from June through August Christmas and Halloween strips were run during those times of year

Although Watterson depicts several years' worth of holidays, school years, summer vacations, and camping trips, and characters are aware of multiple "current" years such as "'94 model toboggans," "Vote Dad in '88," the '90s as the new decade, etc Calvin is never shown to age, pass to second grade, nor have any birthday celebrations The only birthday ever shown was that of Susie Derkins Such temporal distortions are fairly common among comic strips, as with the children in Peanuts, who existed without aging for decades Likewise, the characters in Krazy Kat celebrate the New Year but never grow old, and young characters like Ignatz Mouse's offspring never seem to grow up These uses of a floating timeline are very unlike series such as Gasoline Alley, Doonesbury and until 2007 For Better or For Worse, in which the characters age each year with their reading audience, get married, and have children

While Calvin does not grow older in the strip, reference is made in two stripsâ€”from November 17 and 18, 1995 ten years since the strip's debutâ€”to Calvin having once been two and three years old and now feeling that "a lifetime of experience has left 

 Academic response

In her book When Toys Come Alive, Lois Rostow Kuznets discusses Calvin and Hobbes in the context of other literature featuring living toys She argues that these toys are examples of transitional objects that mediate childhood experience and the adult world, where Hobbes serves both as a figure of Calvin's childish fantasy life and as an outlet for the expression of libidinous desires more associated with adults She cites, for example, a strip where Hobbes expresses a fantasy of playing "saxophone for an all-girl cabaret in New Orleans" as an example where Hobbes expresses a desire that is more sophisticated and adult than Calvin's frame of reference usually allows Kuznets also looks at Calvin's other fantasies, suggesting that they are a second tier of fantasies utilized in places like school where transitional objects such as Hobbes would not be socially acceptable

A second line of argument comes from Philip Sandifer, who uses Calvin and Hobbes as the main example for a reading of comic strips based on the psychoanalytic theories of Jacques Lacan He draws parallel between Hobbes's status as an imaginary friend and the Lacanian concept of the Imaginary, suggesting that a given comic strip is an attempt to construct a momentary and ephemeral present that will be dismantled by the punchline which he allies with the Lacanian Real, wiping the slate and allowing the process to begin again the next day He suggests that the strip takes place in an eternal present with no real reference to its past, which is erased each day with the punchline so that
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